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First of all, we would like to thank the Editor-in-Chief Seppo Virtanen for the opportunity to assemble this special issue. The cooperation was once again very smooth. These articles are based on the best papers and invited talks of the International Conference on Localization and Global Navigation Satellite Systems (ICL-GNSS) 2011. We express our warmest gratitude to the reviewers of the extended papers, for their valuable comments and suggestions to further improve the manuscripts.

Driven by both market trends and legal regulations, there is a high demand for providing a robust localization solution, which will be available continuously, regardless the specific environment, i.e., outdoors and indoors, and which would overcome and complement the drawbacks of the current stand-alone single-frequency satellite-based navigation systems. The availability of user geolocation information is expected to be the ‘killer enabler’ of mobile device related applications, such as personal navigation, local information guides, wireless vehicle security and tracking systems, lost child tracking systems, fleet management, mobile workforce management, location-based advertisements, wireless fraud detection, mobility-based insurance policies, and so on. Many wireless positioning solutions exist nowadays, but each of them has advantages and limitations. Moreover, the continuous development of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), such as the European satellite system, Galileo, the Indian GPS-Aided GEO-Augmented Navigation (GAGAN), the Russian GLONASS system, the Chinese BEIDOU/COMPASS system, or the U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS) modernization, shows that position-location services and applications will be of utmost importance in years to come. The research and development activities on wireless location techniques and technologies have been increasing at a fast pace during past years and currently represent one of the most timely and challenging research topics in the wireless electronics field.

International Conference on Localization and GNSS 2011 was the inaugural annual localization event held in Tampere, Finland. This special issue consists of some of the
most interesting papers that were selected for inclusion in the journal after some extension and suggested enhancements. At the end there is also a conference report on the ICL-GNSS 2011 event. ICL-GNSS is devoted to all aspects of localization, positioning and navigation, whether using satellites, communication network signals, inertial sensors, or any signal of opportunity. The conference uses peer review of full papers, and is technically co-sponsored by the Communications Society of IEEE.

One of the hot issues in satellite-based positioning is the concern on the security of the very vulnerable weak signals from space that are used in positioning. In their paper “Recent Trends in Interference Mitigation and Spoofing Detection” the researchers from Turin, Italy, tackle this important issue. The paper gives a classification of intentional and unintentional threats, such as interference, jamming and spoofing, and discusses some of the recent trends concerning techniques for their detection and mitigation. A wide range of recent civil applications related to user’s safety or featuring financial implications would be deeply affected by interfering or spoofing signals created intentionally. Smart spoofers track the location of the target GNSS receiver and use this information, along with a GNSS signal generator, to create strong GNSS signals that lead the target astray. The paper presents several techniques to detect and countermeasure even very sophisticated spoofing attempts. The complexity of a spoofing/interference monitoring unit may be challenging and the requirements for the computational capabilities and memory size make, at present, these techniques more suitable for high-end receivers.

The researchers from Worchester, MA, have a very specific localization application in Body Area Networks (BAN). They are tracking capsules used for medical inspections inside the human body. In their paper “Challenges in Channel Measurement and Modeling for RF Localization inside the Human Body” they begin by determining the bounds on the performance of Received Signal Strength (RSS) based localization of a micro-robot inside the digestive system of the human body using known location of body mounted sensors. It is shown that using RSS-based localization one may achieve accuracies around a few centimeters inside the human body. In order to gain more accuracy, the researchers are investigating the use of Time-of-Arrival (TOA) based localization. There are fundamental differences, e.g., between indoor positioning and doing localization inside the human body, such as the dense medium (mostly liquid) and heterogeneity (different tissues) in the human body case. In traditional TOA localization applications the time of flight of a transmitted pulse is measured at the receiver and distance is estimated by multiplying the time of flight with the velocity of propagation (normally the speed of light). Because of the heterogeneous body and the absence of body-mounted sensors in most of the practical cases, determining the propagation velocity is challenging. Using phantoms or 3D computer simulations of the radio propagation inside the human body are needed to characterize the propagation. However, TOA-based methods may currently introduce errors in the order of centimeters when used for in-body measurements, and future research is needed for more accurate results in practical applications.

Whereas the first two papers are based on two of the invited talks delivered at ICL-GNSS, the third paper “Theoretical Analysis of Overlay GNSS Receiver Effects” is coming from the winners of the best paper award. Overlay receivers use smart mixing to a single Intermediate Frequency (IF) to receive multiple frequency bands of interest using a single baseband hardware implementation. In the GNSS case, the reception of multiple constellations (such as GPS, GLONASS and Galileo) transmitting on multiple bands brings along several advantages. The solution availability is improved due to increased number of satellites in more optimal geometries. The first-order ionospheric bias can be removed using multiple bands, and therefore provide a higher positioning accuracy. Multi-band reception also provides resilience against jamming and unintentional interference. The challenges of multi-band reception are a much
higher required bandwidth, higher sampling rates, often several reception chains, a higher digital bandwidth (the raw sample rate from the front-end output to the baseband signal processing) and more self-generated interferences. The authors use overlay technique and investigate the effects of intentional signal overlay in the analog front-end to validate the combined use of a unique front-end baseband chain, and to improve the receiver efficiency in terms of cost, size, power consumption, and digital bandwidth. A general overlay based front-end architecture is presented in the paper, enabling the joint reception of two signals broadcast in separate frequency bands, sharing just one common LP/AGC/ADC baseband stage. It demonstrates that a dual-frequency (Galileo) E1 / E5 based overlay receiver provides the advantages of fast acquisition, high-accuracy tracking, and ionosphere-free pseudorange measurements, while enabling an efficient implementation.

The researchers from the Finnish Geodetic Institute are addressing one of the indoor localization methods in their article “Motion Restricted Information Filter for Indoor Bluetooth Positioning.” In their approach, fingerprints of received signal strength indicators (RSSI) are used for localization. Due to the relatively long interval between the available consecutive Bluetooth signal strength measurements, they propose a method of information filtering with speed detection, which combines the estimation information from the RSSI measurements with the prior information from the motion model. Speed detection is further assisted to correct the outliers of position estimation. The field tests that they have carried out show that the new algorithm proposed applying information filter with speed detection improves the horizontal positioning accuracy of indoor navigation, achieving a 4.2 m positioning accuracy on average. The accuracy of their method compares favorably with the Bayesian static estimation method and the point Kalman filter.

The last research paper of this issue comes from Istituto Superiore Mario Boella, Italy. The paper “A Simulation Tool for Real-Time Hybrid-Cooperative Positioning Algorithms” addresses the need for verifying the cooperative positioning methods combined with traditional satellite-based positioning or terrestrial signals. In particular, the simulation tool presented in this paper simulates devices belonging to a peer-to-peer (P2P) wireless network where peers, equipped also with a GNSS receiver, cooperate among them by exchanging aiding data in order to improve both positioning accuracy and availability. They also propose a method to increase the robustness of cooperative algorithms based on the estimated position covariance matrix. In particular, the proposed approach assures a faster estimation convergence and improved accuracy while lowering computational complexity and network traffic. They also present results from tests on the sensitivity of the implemented positioning algorithms in two different scenarios, first in presence of high level of pseudorange noise and then in presence of a malicious peer in the P2P network. Thus, they are also concerned about the positioning signal reliability that was one of the highlighted topics in the previous issue of this journal.

These papers are good samples on some of the most interesting aspects dealt with in the conference. Hoping to see you in ICL-GNSS in the coming years! Look out for the future issues of ICL-GNSS at http://www.icl-gnss.org.
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